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Karl's mortgage calculator android

Ratings &amp; Reviews performance in the search app gives an overview of how users feel about your app. Here are the key metrics to help you identify how users rate your app and how successful your review management strategy is. Number of reviews,total6,503 Avg rating,total 4.6 Calculate
mortgage payments based on capital, interest and period. Calculate one variable inversely, taking into account the other three variables.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Enter the prepayment amount or percentage and let the calculator show, What a large mortgage you need.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;See how the monthly
payment changes, taking into account monthly or annual additional loan costs such as BUSINESS, HOA, taxes, and insurance.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Calculator supports fixed rate and adjustable mortgages (ARM) with up to five interest rate changes. Interest loans are also supported.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;You
can pay off your mortgage early with extra payments. Add unique, monthly, and annual surcharges. Choose up to 10 extra payment amounts and payment time to show you how much money you can save on a loan.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Choose from week to annual loan payments and adjust the
combination period from daily to annual periods. The calculator supports Canadian mortgages and the UK's annual rest mortgages.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Loan calculations also include a number of rounding options. Choose rounding, round up, half down, even, ceiling, and floor.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Calculator
also supports entering and displaying multiple currencies.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Permissions:&lt;br&gt;- Internet connection for ads and analytics More user reviews affect installations and app rating. Featured and useful reviews are the first that users notice, and if there is no answer, it can affect the download
rate. Therefore, it is highly recommended to respond to them. It was developed by Dr. Karl Jeacle. Karl's Mortgage Calculator is a ranking in Finance Last updated 09.4.2020 and the current version is 3.9.4. Karl's mortgage calculiage was downloaded more than 1,000,000 times. Karl's Mortgage
Calculator was downloaded from Karl's Mortgage Calculator with 6,503a user reviews. Karl's mortgage calculier was released in the Google Play Store. It was developed by Dr Karl Jeacle, who has also released the following applications. The average rating for Karl's Mortgage Calculator is . The latest
version of Karl's Mortgage Calculator 3.9.4 was released . You can download Karl's mortgage calculimer here. I wanted to find out what the short-, medium- and long-term financial benefits of refinan financing our current mortgage would be now that interest rates have fallen. I wanted detailed
comparisons and some key issues, not half-useless summary. I tried several online calculators... very difficult to get the necessary level of detail. Annoying ads. We need to: and the paper - to answer some key questions - embarrassing. I could have done it manually on my business calculator sitting idle
in the kitchen draw.... big pain in the neck to get the necessary detailed level in portable form. Karl's calculator was fantastically easy to use, user-friendly, fast and puts all the amortization data into easy gaming with the slider. Depreciation tables with loan balances, interest paid, etc., charts, charts,
summary, and more are all there and intuitive to use. So I entered the variables of my current mortgage and placed them inside the results. I did the same for the other scenarios. I meed the detailed reports to myself, compared .csv (all on iPad). Don't bother looking for a mortgage calculator somewhere
else. Just because your needs are entirely basic, you can't beat this. Calculate mortgage payments by capital, interest, and period. Calculate one variable in reverse, taking into account the other three variables. Enter the prepayment amount or percentage and let the calculator show you how much
mortgage you need. See how the monthly fee changes, taking into account additional monthly or annual loan costs such as THE SSV, HOA, taxes and insurance. The calculator supports fixed rate and adjustable mortgages (ARM) with up to five interest rate changes. Interest-only loans are also
supported. You can pay off your mortgage early with extra payments. Add unique, monthly, and annual surcharges. Choose up to ten extra payment amounts and payment time to show you how much money you can save on the loan. Choose from weekly to annual loan payments and adjust the
combination period from daily to annual periods. The calculator supports Canadian mortgages as well as the UK's annual rest mortgages. There are also several rounding options in the loan calculations. Choose rounding, round half up, half down, flat, ceiling and floor. Calculator also supports entering
and displaying multiple currencies. Permissions:- Internet access required for ads and analytics Calculate mortgage payments based on capital, interest, and service life. Calculate one variable in reverse, taking into account the other three variables. Enter the prepayment amount or percentage and let the
calculator show you how much mortgage you need. See how the monthly fee changes, taking into account additional monthly or annual loan costs such as THE SSV, HOA, taxes and insurance. The calculator supports fixed rate and adjustable mortgages (ARM) with up to five interest rate changes.
Interest-only loans are also supported. You can pay off your mortgage early with extra payments. Add unique, monthly, and annual surcharges. Select up to 10 extra payment amounts and payment time to show that the calculator a lot of money you can save on loan. Choose from weekly to annual loan
payments for loan payments change the combination period from daily to annual period. The calculator supports Canadian mortgages as well as the UK's annual rest mortgages. There are also several rounding options in the loan calculations. Choose rounding, round half up, half down, flat, ceiling and
floor. Calculator also supports entering and displaying multiple currencies. Permissions:- Internet connection 2020/12/14 17:02 required by Asisonlascoskonen's advertisements and analytics I think I have been using this for a decade. Awesome to let you make a difference in paying off an extra mortgage.
I just wish it had an iCloud or Dropbox sync on chadw007 on 2020/10/09 16:06 I tried to run this app and it never loaded, it just hangs on an empty screen. I tried to reinstall the same problem with A35Driver 2020/09/28 13:16 I really like the calculator on the web site, but this app just doesn't work
properly. Each time I change a value in one field, it arbitrarily changes the values in another field. For example, if I set the original capital and set the interest rate, it changes the length of the interval. If I change the interest rate, it changes the capital. Sometimes you can't change a value at all. Very
confusing and frustrating because it makes the app useless. by gogosar 2020/09/11 03:49 Awesome calculator performs various scenarios for increasing monthly payments vs. refinancing at lower interest rates that are now. I wish I knew about it a few years ago. Definitely a solid app, I'm glad the
developer took the time to do it and offer it for free (from now on). by markwhitelaw 2020/08/25 14:48 The app worked well until it didn't work. Had to be deleted and reloaded. And now it's not working anymore. It didn't let me enter interest or height. He says he's pushing the payment option button, which I
can't find. by zztrm on 2020/08/06 02:02 Removed from my phone because it was too frustrating to use. Entering the known amount of a loan and no matter what I do requires reverse calculation and changes the amount of the loan. according to better tip 2020/07/29 13:48 Very user-friendly and easy to
navigate. by Misteriosaty 2020/07/20 16:57 I am 9 years on my loan and it only works with new loans. I can't change the payment amount to match my payment, and the winning date before the early pay-out is not correct. My winnings are 2036, but according to the app, it's 2041. Very confusing to use
niccilynnwilliams 2019/09/27 23:38 I buy my first home and wanted to be able to play with some scenarios after talking to my lender. I was able to get to the same numbers we had discussed and then play with them by adjusting different amounts. You can include a PSV based on your credit and other
relevant factors - or you can't. I feel empowered! I can't wait. my conversation with the lender. He doesn't know what hit him! Thank you so much this invaluable tool. By 2019/08/09 23:57 I wanted to determine what short-, medium- and long-term economic benefits would be from refinan financing our
current mortgage now that interest rates have fallen. I wanted detailed comparisons and some key issues, not just a half-useless summary. I tried several online calculators... very difficult to get the necessary level of detail. Annoying ads. It took pen and paper to answer some key questions-
embarrassing. I could have done it manually on my business calculator sitting idle in the kitchen draw.... big pain in the neck to get the necessary detailed level in portable form. Karl's calculator was fantastically easy to use, user-friendly, fast and puts all the amortization data into easy gaming with the
slider. Depreciation tables with loan balances, interest paid, etc., charts, charts, summary, and more are all there and intuitive to use. So I entered the variables of my current mortgage and placed them inside the results. I did the same for the other scenarios. I meed the detailed reports to myself,
compared .csv (all on iPad). Don't bother looking for a mortgage calculator somewhere else. Just because your needs are entirely basic, you can't beat this. by #happyproudmama 2019/07/26 21:10 My fiancé and I have been going to buy a house! This app helps me figure out the interest really means in
this equation! I'll jump, we can pay this house cash in five to ten years!!! You won't regret it! I promise, I promise! Alicia by Mr.Inggo is 2019/07/11 04:50 This is clearly a thorough thoughtful and beautifully executed application, all around. I just wish I could adjust the property tax values as I can adjust the
interest rate. I'm not a fan of the name, but if I wrote this app, I'd probably pull TRUMP as well. by twbuck1979 2019/07/01 03:14 Each entry seems to match the amm schedule offered by the title company. I'm an investor, and I use it almost every day. by 21Kx2016 on 2019/04/02 08:26 This app has
hands down the best mortgage calculator I have used. Flexibility allows you to model your mortgage easily and accurately. by Catendahat 2019/03/18 21:28 This app has it all! Just get this and you'll have the best mortgage calculier that's for a modest fee. I've been using it from the beginning and saved a
lot of money by looking at the impact of extra payments on my main balance. Get this app, you won't be disappointed. by Now a Texan on 2018/10/05 16:23 I paid off my mortgage in 4.5 years and this app has been so motivating for me throughout my trip. I really like all the visualization and also the
ability to add so many different extra fees once or repeatedly for a certain period of time. Thank you, Karl!!! By is 2018/09/11 10:01 This app is simple enough to understand and gives you just the right number of details without a superior user. I just wish it could. Could. landscape view, according to iPad
technology. But it's just a little criticism. Overall a great app!  elvedin92 2018/08/30 16:20 Great work including table and line charts, very comfortable layout and easy to use and understand. A+++ by Killbillfan 2018/08/27 15:50 Easy to use, full analysis of the loan. I love it!! by Uncle Eddie99
2018/07/19 20:54 FINALLY FOUND ONE! This mortgage calculus is easy to use, provides a wealth of information that you can use or ignore the tab, and offers options to put HOA fees, excess capital, etc. It's supported by ads, but ads aren't disgusting and don't slow down the app's functionality! How to
uninstall all other bad apps and install this on phones and iPad. Five stars! by fixandfly 2018/06/22 06:39 Always loved the online version, the app is even better. All &amp;#39 properties. I love the ability to see how any extra capital payments affect the loan schedule and how much interest is saved. by
Wookiemiester 2018/06/15 13:22 Adding prepayment or additional payment options does not appear in dealnews fan tables or charts 2018/04/14 04:48 Like other reviewers, I used this app on the Android platform and loved it. I tried to download almost all the mortgage calculiers and always came back to
this. I would have loved to have paid for this iOS version especially for the free version of the ad. Thank you, Karl! Edit: found a paid pro version, purchased! by Aaap qa 2018/03/28 23:20 Annoying video ad taking over completely. It's a ridiculous idea for an ad! by Sandy1486 2018/01/21 17:19 My
husband and I owner fund the land. Our customers always want to know notes, down pmt. and how interest works.... So we calculate it and click on a picture of it for them and it answers all their questions. So for east use. I looked at several others and they didn't always work properly and in the end want
to charge you a huge fee to do what this app does for free. Thank you Karl... Wherever you are. by Tsuj em. 2018/01/19 00:09 The app doesn't rotate from portrait to landscape, which makes it annoying to use in my opinion. Otherwise, it will work as planned. by Saber5130 on 2018/01/04 16:45 Does
everything I need. I really like the email feature! by BruceS2 2017/11/26 17:58 My broker told me about this app. Great app, suggestions to improve: when a loan is emailed, it should include a name by which the loan is saved. It also &amp;#39;would be great if I could share a loan stored in a calculator
with others who want to adjust loan values instead of just sending an HTML file via email. by Zee75 2017/07/25 16:03 Best Calculator by two1253 on 2017/07/03 08:31 I have checked several Property mortgage calculators. Karl &amp;#39 best yet. Easy to use and allows you to add insurance and taxes
to get as much as possible for mortgage payments. by foosball_p 2017/05/15 12:33 I&amp;#39;have used online karl&amp;#39;s calculator many years ago and love it. Unfortunately, its iOS port is a very basic port and could use a cleaner look and feel. The biggest missing feature for me it&amp;#39;is
the ability to get multiple recorded calculations because I often compare scenarios. &amp; #39;I would also like to see a paid option that removes ads. Definitely updates the review to 5 leftovers if the above is added. *Update* I changed my rating from 3 to 4 because I found that #39;is a way to save on
the mortgage setting. Not the most intuitive location, but it works on Mlj0910 2017/05/03 00:03 I've been using this for years since I started on Android in the first place. Great to see it transferred to iPad. by ScottScott11 on 2017/04/15 16:32 Very helpful, with many ways to view the data. According to
deanhuff 2017/03/08 07:51 This mortgage calculier offers great flexibility to those who want to change their prepayments and have a variable interest rate. Good job! by FWS71 on 2017/02/20 21:59 finally!!! A mortgage app that has the ability to calculate prepayments for different amounts at different
times. After downloading and deleting more than 30 &amp;#34;apps &amp;#34; This is the keeper. The only one I #39 need! Highly recommended! by Ze-vi 2017/01/16 04:12 Great app. Thx! by God fearer 2016/11/10 16:13 Thank you. Simple application only 7.2 T. Lightweight and easy. by shaimus on
2016/10/07 23:37 Property giver I love this app is a great fast pre-selection tool. Come on, try it. by 907investor on 2016/10/01 01:41 I had this calculator for years on my Samsung and expected it to become available on iPhone! This is by far the easiest, most accurate and most versatile calculator
available for mortgage data. Put property values and put % down on loans based on you look and bam! It raises the necessary bill, with adjustments to both APR rates and many others. Your monthly amount appears and it&amp;#39 is dead. You can add extra monthly fees, annually, half-yearly, taxes,
collected rents, everything. But it&amp;#39;is simple and easy! It's so easy! Love Karl&amp;#39;s Fastening Calculator! I'm doing a happy dance now that it&amp;#39;s available on iPhone by Arrhythmia10 2016/08/26 22:02 Very helpful and so many customizations available. Definitely helped me a lot in
the sense that I decided on my perfect mortgage product. by omeraloni 2016/08/25 07:25 Believe me I&amp;#39;have tried them all, this will give you the full picture. I would have paid for it to support the developer. by Vapornomics 2016/07/27 03:27 Very simple, very accurate and very useful. This
application is best thing I've #39;downloaded, thank you for doing this! by deesgrp 2016/04/12 23:58 Can&amp;#39;t to open it and for some reason can&amp;#39;t remove it. deesgrp is 13:53 Never makes reverse calculations as described. Not one represented. by washingtonian67 on 2016/01/27 02:24
A simple, clean interface. Easy to use. Well done, I'm fine! by rickcjmac 2016/01/21 16:11 This is a great app and easy to use. I got it to see how quickly I could pay for my house by paying more for the principle. This is the best mortgage calculier I&amp;#39;used so far. by Zombie farmer dude1022210 on
2016/01/21 04:59 Excellent by Yioryo on 2016/01/21 00:53 Better than any other mortgage calculier app. Have tried Bankrate, Zillow, Quicken, etc. This gives you access to all the information you need in simple readable language. If the following version allows you to email your data to excel for input, it's
even more complete! by Kj246 on 2018/09/11 10:01 This app is simple enough to understand and gives you just the right amount of detail without a superior user. I just wish it could work in landscape view according to iPad technology. But it's just a little criticism. Overall a great app!  GT12fyi3
2019/08/09 23:57 I wanted to find out what the short, medium and long-term economic benefits would be from refinan financing our current mortgage now that interest rates have fallen. I wanted detailed comparisons and some key issues, not just a half-useless summary. I tried several online
calculators... very difficult to get the necessary level of detail. Annoying ads. It took pen and paper to answer some key questions- embarrassing. I could have done it manually on my business calculator sitting idle in the kitchen draw.... big pain in the neck to get the necessary detailed level in portable
form. Karl's calculator was fantastically easy to use, user-friendly, fast and puts all the amortization data into easy gaming with the slider. Depreciation tables with loan balances, interest paid, etc., charts, charts, summary, and more are all there and intuitive to use. So I entered the variables of my current
mortgage and placed them inside the results. I did the same for the other scenarios. I meed the detailed reports to myself, compared .csv (all on iPad). Don't bother looking for a mortgage calculator somewhere else. Just because your needs are entirely basic, you can't beat this. by niccilynnwilliams on
2019/09/27 23:38 I buy my first home and wanted to be able to play in some scenarios after talking to my lender. I was able to get to the same numbers we had discussed and then play with them by adjusting different amounts. You can include a PSV based on your credit and other relevant factors - or
you can't. I feel empowered! I can't wait for the next one. with the lender. He doesn't know what hit him! Thank you so much for this priceless tool. by Sandy1486 2018/01/21 17:19 My husband and I owner fund the land. Our customers always want to know notes, down pmt. and how interest works.... So
we calculate it and click on a picture of it for them and it answers all their questions. So for east use. I looked at several others and they didn't always work properly and in the end want to charge you a huge fee to do what this app does for free. Thank you Karl... Wherever you are. by Catendahat
2019/03/18 21:28 This app has it all! Just get this and you'll have the best mortgage calculier that's for a modest fee. I've been using it from the beginning and saved a lot of money by looking at the impact of extra payments on my main balance. Get this app, you won't be disappointed. by Now a Texan on
2018/10/05 16:23 I paid off my mortgage in 4.5 years and this app has been so motivating for me throughout my trip. I really like all the visualization and also the ability to add so many different extra fees once or repeatedly for a certain period of time. Thank you, Karl!!! by A35Driver 2020/09/28 13:16 I
really like the calculator on the web site, but this app just doesn't work right. Each time I change a value in one field, it arbitrarily changes the values in another field. For example, if I set the original capital and set the interest rate, it changes the length of the interval. If I change the interest rate, it changes
the capital. Sometimes you can't change a value at all. Very confusing and frustrating because it makes the app useless. by gogosar 2020/09/11 03:49 Awesome calculator performs various scenarios for increasing monthly payments vs. refinancing at lower interest rates that are now. I wish I knew about
it a few years ago. Definitely a solid app, I'm glad the developer took the time to do it and offer it for free (from now on). by fixandfly 2018/06/22 06:39 Always loved the online version, the app is even better. All &amp;#39 properties. I love the ability to see how any extra capital payments affect the loan
schedule and how much interest is saved. by BruceS2 2017/11/26 17:58 My broker told me about this app. Great app, suggestions to improve: when a loan is emailed, it should include a name by which the loan is saved. It also &amp;#39;would be great if I could share a loan stored in a calculator with
others who want to adjust loan values instead of just sending an HTML file via email. by asisonlascosas 2020/12/14 17:02 I think I have been using this for a decade. Awesome to let you make a difference in paying off an extra mortgage. I just hope that Mr. Inggo syncs iCloud or Dropbox sync 2019/07/11
04:50 This is clearly a thorough thoughtful and beautifully executed app all around. I just wish I could adjust the property tax values as I can adjust the interest rate. I'm not a fan of the name, but if I wrote this app, probably TRUMP, too. by two1253 on 2017/07/03 08:31 I have checked several Property
mortgage calculators. Karl &amp;#39 best yet. Easy to use and and you add insurance and taxes to get as close as possible to your mortgage payment. by foosball_p 2017/05/15 12:33 I&amp;#39;have used online karl&amp;#39;s calculator many years ago and love it. Unfortunately, its iOS port is a very
basic port and could use a cleaner look and feel. The biggest missing feature for me it&amp;#39;is the ability to get multiple recorded calculations because I often compare scenarios. &amp; #39;I would also like to see a paid option that removes ads. Definitely updates the review to 5 leftovers if the above
is added. *Update* I changed my rating from 3 to 4 because I found that #39;is a way to save on the mortgage setting. Not the most intuitive location, but it works for Uncle Eddie99 2018/07/19 20:54 FINALLY FOUND ONE! This mortgage calculus is easy to use, provides a wealth of information that you
can use or ignore the tab, and offers options to put HOA fees, excess capital, etc. It's supported by ads, but ads aren't disgusting and don't slow down the app's functionality! How to uninstall all other bad apps and install this on phones and iPad. Five stars! by Misteriosaty 2020/07/20 16:57 I am 9 years
on my loan and it only works with new loans. I can't change the payment amount to match my payment, and the winning date before the early pay-out is not correct. My winnings are 2036, but according to the app, it's 2041. Very confusing to use Saber5130 2018/01/04 16:45 Does everything I need it to



do. I really like the email feature! according to better tip 2020/07/29 13:48 Very user-friendly and easy to navigate. by markwhitelaw 2020/08/25 14:48 The app worked well until it didn't work. Had to be deleted and reloaded. And now it's not working anymore. It didn't let me enter interest or height. He says
he's pushing the payment option button, which I can't find. by twbuck1979 2019/07/01 03:14 Each entry seems to match the amm schedule offered by the title company. I'm an investor, and I use it almost every day. by 21Kx2016 on 2019/04/02 08:26 This app has hands down the best mortgage
calculator I have used. Flexibility allows you to model your mortgage easily and accurately. by Elvedin92 2018/08/30 16:20 Great work with table and line charts, a very comfortable layout and easy to use and understandable. A+++ by Tsuj em. 2018/01/19 00:09 The app doesn't rotate from portrait to
landscape, which makes it annoying to use in my opinion. Otherwise, it will work as planned. by #happyproudmama 2019/07/26 21:10 My fiancé and I have been going to buy a house! This app helps me figure out the interest really means in this equation! I'll jump, we can pay this house cash in five to ten
years!!! No, you're not. It! I promise, I promise! Alicia by chadw007 on 2020/10/09 16:06 I tried to run this app and it never loaded it just hangs on an empty screen. I tried to reinstall same problem zztrm 2020 /08/06 02:02 Removed from my phone because it was too frustrating to use. Entering the known
amount of a loan and no matter what I do requires reverse calculation and changes the amount of the loan. by Wookiemiester 2018/06/15 13:22 Increasing prepayment or additional payment options does not appear in Killbillfan tables or charts 2018/08/27 15:50 Easy-to-use, full loan analysis. I love it!! by
Zee75 2017/07/25 16:03 The best calculator there. by 907investor on 2016/10/01 01:41 I had this calculator for years on my Samsung and expected it to become available on iPhone! This is by far the easiest, most accurate and most versatile calculator available for mortgage data. Put property values
and put % down on loans based on you look and bam! It raises the necessary bill, with adjustments to both APR rates and many others. Your monthly amount appears and it&amp;#39 is dead. You can add extra monthly fees, annually, half-yearly, taxes, collected rents, everything. But it&amp;#39;is
simple and easy! It's so easy! Love Karl&amp;#39;s Fastening Calculator! I'm doing a happy dance now that it&amp;#39;s available on iPhone Yioryo 2016 /01/21 00:53 Better than any other mortgage calculier app. Have tried Bankrate, Zillow, Quicken, etc. This gives you access to all the information you
need in simple readable language. If the following version allows you to email your data to excel for input, it's even more complete! by FWS71 on 2017/02/20 21:59 finally!!! A mortgage app that has the ability to calculate prepayments for different amounts at different times. After downloading and deleting
more than 30 &amp;#34;apps &amp;#34; This is the keeper. The only one I #39 need! Highly recommended! by omeraloni 2016/08/25 07:25 Believe me I&amp;#39;have tried them all, this will give you the full picture. I would have paid for it to support the developer. by rickcjmac 2016/01/21 16:11 This is
a great app and easy to use. I got it to see how quickly I could pay for my house by paying more for the principle. This is the best mortgage calculier I&amp;#39;used so far. by Vapornomics 2016/07/27 03:27 Very simple, very accurate and very useful. This app is by far the best thing I've #39;downloaded,
thank you for doing this! by Arrhythmias10 2016/08/26 22:02 Very useful and so many adjustments available. Definitely helped me a lot in the sense that I decided on my perfect mortgage product. by ScottScott11 on 2017/04/15 16:32 Very helpful, with many ways to view the data. by deanhuff
2017/03/08 07:51 This mortgage calculier offers great flexibility for those who want to prepayments and with variable interest. Good job! by shaimus on 2016/10/07 23:37 Property giver I love this app is a great fast pre-selection tool. Come on, try it. by washingtonian67 on 2016/01/27 02:24 A simple,
clean interface. Easy to use. Well done, I'm fine! Made! Aaap qa is a 2018/03/28 23:20 Annoying video ad that takes over completely. It's a ridiculous idea for an ad! by Ze-vi 2017/01/16 04:12 Great app. Thx! by deesgrp on 2016/04/12 23:58 Can&amp;#39;t open it and for some reason can&amp;#39;t
remove it. by deesgrp 2016/02/08 13:53 Never performs reverse calculation as described. Not one represented. by Dealnews fan 2018/04/14 04:48 Similar to other reviewers, I used this app on the Android platform and loved it. I tried to download almost all the mortgage calculiers and always came back
to this. I would have loved to have paid for this iOS version especially for the free version of the ad. Thank you, Karl! Edit: found a paid pro version, purchased! by Zombie farmer dude1022210 on 2016/01/21 04:59 Excellent by Mlj0910 on 2017/05/03 00:03 I have been using this for years since I started
on Android originally. Great to see it transferred to iPad. by God fearer on 2016/11/10 16:13 Thank you. Simple application only 7.2 T. Lightweight and easy. Easy.
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